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Pair De Sarough Rugs, Iran, 135 X 197 Cm, Kork Wool Knotted Hand, Early 20th Century

3 600 EUR

Period : 20th century

Condition : Très bon état

Length : 197 cm - 77"

Width : 135 cm - 53"
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Dealer

Winstein
 Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,

paintings, furniture

Tel : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

La Tour - Rue des Remparts

Revest-du-Bion 04 150

Description

Rare pair of hand knotted Kork wool Sarrog rugs

from Iran in a format called Dozar that represents

the dimensions of these rugs.

One of the two is a little wider about 2 cm wide,

which is conceded to old carpets and handmade.

The colors are brilliant and the design is very

academic inspired by Kachan, another group of

Iranian carpets. This pair of carpets is in very

good condition and clean and it is actually rare to

find a pair of the early twentieth century 1900 -

1920 in such good condition.

The carpet Saruk, also known as Hamadan, the

Ecbatana of Antiquity, is the product of some

villages and European buying houses have offices

there. Many of these rugs are nicknamed

hamadan by traders, especially the rugs of

passage many of which are made in this region.



Sometimes these carpets have distinct identities

and this type is the Sarough, tied in the small

town of that name but marketed in Hamadan.

These rugs are very popular in America who

appreciate the heavy luxurious pieces.

Dimensions: Width: 135 cm ( 53 in ) x Length:

197 cm ( 78 in ) and width: 137 cm x length: 197

cm

These carpets have been cleaned in a professional

and environmentally friendly way.

FREE SHIPPING FOR FRANCE / EUROPE

50EUR / WORLD 100EUR


